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ABSTRACT
This paper presents some of our experimental work in quan-
tifying the value of building models about other agents using
no more than the observation of others' behavior. We view
agent modeling as an iterative and gradual process, where
every new piece of information about a particular agent is
analyzed in such a way that the model of the agent is fur-
ther re�ned. We present our bayesian-modeler agent which
updates his models about the others using a bayesian up-
dating mechanism. Then, he plays in a rational way using a
decision-theoretic approach based on the probabilistic mod-
els that he is learning. We experimentally explore a range
of strategies from least- to most-informed one in order to
evaluate the lower- and upper-limits of the modeler agent
performance. We have been running experiments in our test
bed, the Meeting Scheduling Game, which resembles some
characteristics of the distributed meeting scheduling prob-
lem.

Keywords: Learning agent's models, bayesian updating,
rational decision.

1. INTRODUCTION
In multiagent systems, agent's beliefs about other agents
are specially important since the other agents are in many
cases the most important part of the agent's environment.
In general, to model other agents' roles and strategies means
to infer them from the observed agents' behavior. In Social
Psychology, attribution is the term for describing the pro-
cess of giving an explanation to an observed action. Attribu-
tions can actually be computationally calculated by di�er-
ent mechanisms such as a simple backward-chaining process
relying on a base of known traits and observed behaviors.
Clearly, the inference of other's personalities from their be-

�This paper appears in the proceedings of the Learning
Agents Workshop at the Fourth International Conference
on Autonomous Agents (Agents'2000), ACM Press, 2000.

havior is not always a deterministic activity since a single
action could be a consequence of many di�erent factors, such
as roles and strategies.

Research on modeling other agents has been approached
from di�erent perspectives. Carmel and Markovitch [1], for
example, have presented an heuristic algorithm to infer a
model of the opponent's strategy, represented as a Deter-
ministic Finite Automaton (DFA), from its input/output
behavior. The work of Mor et al [7] also sees agent strate-
gies as DFA, showing that a class of automata can be learned
in polynomial time. Another interesting work on opponent
modeling has been presented by Sen and Arora [9] who pro-
pose a scheme for learning opponent action probabilities and
a maximum expected utility strategy for exploiting weaker
opponents.

Tambe et al [11] have proposed an approach for tracking re-
cursive agent models based on a plan recognition task. Gmy-
trasiewicz [4] has presented the Recursive Modeling Method
(RMM) which uses nested models of other agents, com-
bining game-theoretic and decision-theoretic mechanisms.
Suryadi and Gmytrasiewicz [10] have proposed the use of
inuence diagrams for learning models about other agents.
Vidal and Durfee [12] have developed an algorithm in order
to see which of the nested models are important to choose
in an e�ective manner. These authors have also presented
a framework for determining the complexities of learning
nested models [13].

In the robotic soccer domain there have been other related
papers. For instance: mechanisms for learning partners and
competitors' skills as ratios of e�ectiveness [8] and the use
of Hidden Markov Models to recognize strategic behaviors
[6].

We view agent modeling as an iterative and gradual pro-
cess, where every new piece of information about a partic-
ular agent is analyzed in such a way that the model of the
agent is further re�ned, using a bayesian updating mecha-
nism. There have been other papers sharing this view, for
instance: Gmytrasiewicz et al [5] have proposed a framework
for bayesian updating of agent models within the formalism
of the RMM; Zeng and Sycara [14] have presented an exper-
imental research where a buyer models the supplier under
a bayesian representation in Bazaar, a sequential decision
making model of negotiation,



In this particular research, we are interested in evaluating, in
an experimental way, the advantage an agent can obtain by
building models about the others' roles and strategies. In [3]
we presented our experimental framework and reported pre-
liminary experiments using some non-modeling strategies.
In this paper, we present our experimental research in ex-
ploring a range of strategies from least- to most-informed in
order to evaluate the upper- and lower-limits of the modeler
agent performance.

In the following sections, we �rst review our experimental
framework. We present the basic non-modeling and model-
ing strategies. Then, we present our experimental scenarios
and discuss the results we have obtained. Finally, we present
the conclusions of this paper.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
We have implemented the Meeting Scheduling Game (MSG)
[2] as our experimental test bed which models some char-
acteristics of the distributed meeting scheduling problem.
Our main concerns creating this test bed were: to allow self-
interested as well as cooperative behavior, show or hide play-
ers' private information, and de�ne di�erent players' roles
and strategies.

In this game, a group of agents try to arrange a meeting in
such a way that certain meeting slot is available for as many
as possible players. So that each player tries to arrange a
meeting at a convenient and free time slot with an acceptable
utility for him.

Each player's role is de�ned by a preference pro�le which is
coded as a calendar slot utility function, ranking each slot
from the most preferable slot to the least preferable one. We
have de�ned several agent roles. For example, the following
are some basic and familiar agent roles:

The Early-Rising. It prefers the early hours of the day.

The Night-Owl. It prefers the meetings to be scheduled
as late as possible.

The Medium. It prefers the meetings to be around noon.

The Extreme. It prefers to have meetings early in the
morning or late in the afternoon.

Figure 1 shows examples of these roles with four arbitrary
eight-slots calendars.

Player's strategies are rules that tell them what actions to
choose at each decision point. Strategies can take into ac-
count only the own player's preference pro�le or they can
even use models about the others. In the subsequent sec-
tions we will de�ne several di�erent strategies.

Since a combination of a role and a strategy de�nes a player's
preferences and behavior, the conjunction role/strategy of a
player is seen as his personality in the MSG.

Each player proposes a slot taken from his own calendar
composed of a working day with eight hours. Each player's

Utility:

Time slots:

Utility:

Time slots:

8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1

The early-rising (busy slots: 2, 3, 7, 8)

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8

Utility:

Time slots:

1     3     5     7     8     6     4     2

The medium (busy slots: 1, 2, 3, 4)

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8

Utility:

Time slots:

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8

The night-owl (busy slots: 1, 3, 5, 6)

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8

8     6     4     2     1     3     5     7

The extreme (busy slot: 1)

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8

Figure 1: Four basic agent roles with eight-slots cal-

endars. Black bars represent arbitrary busy slots.

calendar is set at a speci�c calendar density which is the
proportion of busy hours in the calendar. The goal of a
player in the MSG is to accumulate more points than his
competitors in the game. A game consists of a prede�ned
number of rounds and each player tries to accumulate points
after each round.

There is a referee who ensures that all the players obey the
rules of the game. He is also responsible for accumulating
points for each agent after each round in an individual point
counter for each player through the whole game.

After each round, each player's calendar is randomly reset,
scrambling free and busy slots, maintaining the same pre-
de�ned calendar density. Then, another round is started
and the process is repeated until the prede�ned number of
rounds is accomplished.

In the �rst round, each player randomly proposes an avail-
able slot. These initial random proposals are needed as a
"bootstrap" for the collaborative strategy de�ned in the fol-
lowing section. The other strategies are not a�ected by this
initial round, since this is the only round where nobody ac-
cumulate points.

In each subsequent round, every player simultaneously pro-
poses a slot according basically to his own individual strat-
egy and role. However, the players' proposals are not com-
pletely determined by their own personalities because some
slots can be busy in their calendars.

After all the players make their proposals, several teams are
formed. Each team is composed of all those players who pro-
posed the same calendar slot. Then, each team joint utility
is calculated, summing up all the team members' calendar
utilities:

TJU(t) =
X

8m2t

Um(st)

Here, t is a team, m is a member of the team, st is the slot
proposed by members in t, Um is the slot utility of member
m. Finally, the round is won by the team which accumulates



the greatest team joint utility.

Once the winning team is selected, each agent earns points
according to the following prede�ned scoring procedure: all
the players outside the winning team accumulate zero points
for that round and each agent a in the winning team t ac-
cumulates his own slot utility plus the team joint utility:
TJU(t) + Ua(st). The purpose of this mixed procedure is
to promote a balance between sel�sh and collaborative at-
titudes. Finally, the winner of the whole game is who gets
the highest accumulated points at the end of the last round.

Basically, this game is a competitive one, since each player's
goal is to accumulate more points than his competitors over
a series of independent meetings (i.e. rounds). However,
each player needs to collaborate by joining in a team that
will eventually make him win. Furthermore, it is also worthy
to note that sometimes some meetings agreements are more
convenient than others from a collective point of view, in
the sense that the collective utility is greater, but that can
not be necessarily true from the individual point of view of
some players.

Although this game is based on the general distributed meet-
ing scheduling problem, it resembles only some of its charac-
teristics. Finally, let us note some of the main assumptions
we have made in this game:

� There is a simple linear relation between the agent's
calendar preference pro�le and his role.

� Agents' roles are static and independent of the calen-
dar density.

� The calendar density is �xed at the beginning of the
game, remains constant during all the rounds, and is
public knowledge.

� After each meeting (i.e. round) all the agents' calen-
dars are randomly scrambled, maintaining the same
�xed calendar density.

� Each proposal after each round is also public knowl-
edge.

� It is not required that a meeting be scheduled for every
agent, just for the members of the winning team.

� There is a prede�ned set of roles and strategies and it
is also public knowledge.

� Agents' personalities are modeled only by their di�er-
ent roles and strategies.

� The role and strategy of any agent are considered inde-
pendent and they do not change through all the rounds
of a game.

� The meetings of a game (i.e. rounds) are considered
independent events.

� Agents are honest and they always obey the rules of
the game (e.g. they do not propose non-free slots).

3. BASIC STRATEGIES
In order to explore a spectrum of strategies ranging from
the least- to the most-informed one, we �rst de�ned the
following two strategies:

Indi�erent Strategy: An agent using this strategy chooses
his next proposal among his action set using an uni-
form equiprobable distribution.

Oracle Strategy: An agent using this strategy can see in
advance the others' next move because he indeed knows
the other agents' calendars, roles and strategies. For
each free slot s in his calendar, he calculates his pos-
sible gain Go(s), if he proposed that slot. Then, he
�nds the agent m who would earn the maximum gain
Gm(s) among the rest of the players, if he proposed
that slot. Then, he calculates the utility of each slot s
as his gain with respect to the pro�t of agent m:

U(s) = Go(s)�Gm(s)

After checking all his free slots, he proposes the slot
with the highest utility: argmaxsU(s).

An indi�erent agent does not take into account any infor-
mation about the other agents. He does not even take into
consideration his own role. However, he must propose a free
slot in his calendar, as must do all the other strategies as
well. So that an indi�erent agent is a kind of random blind
agent who does not take into account anything but just the
equiprobable distribution and his calendar availability.

An oracle agent indeed knows the roles and strategies of
the other agents (i.e. he has the correct models about the
others). Furthermore, he even knows the others' calendars.
So that an oracle agent is able to see in advance the others'
moves and then he just chooses to propose the slot that max-
imizes his utility in each round of the game. Although an
oracle agent has the best chances of winning each round, he
can not always win! This is because of his random calendar
availability, according to the �xed calendar density.

In order to have other points of reference, we have also de-
�ned the following two strategies:

Self-Centered Strategy: This strategy tells the agent al-
ways to choose the free slot which just maximizes his
own calendar slot utility.

Collaborative Strategy: Using this strategy, the agent
chooses the free slot that was proposed by the biggest
team (greatest number of members) at the previous
round. In case of ties, the agent ranks them according
to his own calendar slot utility.

These strategies were motivated by the observation of real
human beings playing the MSG. A self-centered agent does
not consider information about the other agents but he takes
into account his role. A collaborative agent also takes into
account the agent's own role. However, it also takes into
consideration information about the previous round, trying
to join in the biggest observed team.



4. MODELING STRATEGIES
Let us �rst introduce our term model about another agent.
We just see it as a vector which records a probability distri-
bution of the actual character of the modeled agent. In the
context of the MSG, each agent has two basic models about
each other agent a. The �rst one is the role model :

~ra
def
= (r1; : : : ; rn)

Where each ri is the probability that agent a has the partic-
ular role i and n is the amount of di�erent prede�ned roles.
The notation ra(i) refers to the probability ri of role i. The
second model used in the MSG is the strategy model :

~sa
def
= (s1; : : : ; sm)

Where each si is the probability that agent a has strategy i

and m is the amount of di�erent prede�ned strategies. The
notation sa(i) refers to the probability si of strategy i.

Since we are assuming independence between roles and strate-
gies in the MSG (section 2), it is easy to construct a new
combined model for each other agent: the personality model .
This model is just a two-dimensional matrix, ~rsa, where each
element rsa(i; j) is just calculated as follows:

rsa(i; j) = ra(i)sa(j)

Now, let us de�ne an decision-theoretic strategy that take
explicit advantage of knowing the others' models:

Semi-Modeler Strategy: This strategy tells the agent to
choose the slot which maximizes his expected util-
ity based on prede�ned �xed models about the other
agents.

It is assumed that a semi-modeler agent already have models
about the others and his strategy just uses these probabilis-
tic models to choose the action that maximizes his expected
utility. The models are given to the semi-modeler agent at
the beginning of the game and they never change during all
the game. It is also important to note that the given models
are not necessarily correct models about the others.

The detailed semi-modeler's strategy is as follows:

1. For each other agent a, generate his personal-

ity model ~rsa and generate a set O all the pos-

sible opponent scenarios that the semi-modeler

could face. Each possible opponent scenario

o 2 O is just a possible particular combina-

tion of the possible personalities of the other

agents.

2. For each o 2 O:

2.1 Assuming that this possible opponent sce-

nario o represents the actual personalities

of the other agents, run the oracle strat-

egy in order to get the best slot so, and

its utilityU(so), to propose under this as-

sumption. Let us call r the outcome due

to the action of choosing slot so.

2.2 Calculate the probability P(rjso) which

is indeed equal to the probability of this

possible scenario o: just the product of

the probabilities in ~rsa corresponding to

each agent a's personality involved in this

opponent scenario o. On the other hand,

the utility of this outcome, U(r), is pre-

cisely the utilityU(so) that was obtained
in the previous step.

2.3 In order to incrementally get the expected

utility of so:

EU(so) =
X

i

P(rijso)U(ri)

Calculate the product P(rjso)U(r) and

accumulate it to previous products in other

previous possible scenarios where the slot

so had been chosen.

3. Propose the slot sm with maximum expected

utility: argmaxso EU(sojo)

In order to build a modeler agent, model construction is
required. Let us de�ne a modeler strategy that uses an
bayesian updating mechanism in order to build the others'
models in an incremental and iterative way:

Bayesian-Modeler Strategy: An agent using this strat-
egy incrementally builds models about the others using
a bayesian belief updating approach and chooses the
action which maximizes his expected utility:

A bayesian-modeler agent does not have any information
about the others. However, as stated in section 2, the set of
prede�ned roles and strategies are public knowledge. At the
beginning, the modeler agent can behave as a semi-modeler
agent with equiprobable models about the others. That is,
with no other knowledge about the others, it is reasonable to
start with equiprobable probability distributions of the pos-
sible traits about the others. Then, the modeler agent can
start to update those models based on the others' behavior.

This agent builds models about the other agents in an incre-
mental and iterative way, updating those models after each
round during the whole game. All the probabilities of each
model are incrementally updated, trying to reach the actual
character of the agent being modeled.

The detailed bayesian-modeler strategy is as follows:

1. At the �rst round, start with equiprobable mod-

els about the others, run the semi-modeler

strategy, and propose the resulting slot.



2. At the next round, for each other agent a:

2.1 Observe what was the a's proposal, sa, in
the previous round and update a's person-

ality model, ~rsa, using a bayesian updat-

ing mechanism to obtain the correspond-

ing posterior probabilities of the a's per-

sonality, pera(i; j), given that a proposed

slot sa, proa(sa), in the previous round:

rsa(i; j) = P (pera(i; j)jproa(sa))

2.2 Decompose the updated a's personality

model in order to build two new separated

role and strategy models. That is, update

each element in ~ra and ~sa:

ra(i) =
X

8j

rsa(i; j)

sa(j) =
X

8i

rsa(i; j)

3. Using the new updated models about the oth-

ers, run the semi-modeler strategy and pro-

pose the slot sm with the maximum expected

utility.

4. If it was the last round, the game is over. Oth-

erwise go to step 2.

The model-updating mechanism is based on the well known
Bayes' rule. The simplest form of this rule is in the case of
boolean random variables:

P (BjA) =
P (AjB)P (B)

P (A)

Where A and B are random variables with boolean domain.
Bayes' rule provides us a way of calculating a posterior prob-
ability based on known prior probabilities and a conditional
probability. From basic probability axioms and algebra is it
easy to see that:

P (A) = P (AjB)P (B) + P (Aj:B)P (:B)

Combining the two last equations and taking into account
multi-valued random variables we can get a more general
form of Bayes' rule. Let us rewrite it using the probability
P notation:

P(Y jX) =
P(XjY )P(Y )P

8y2Y
P(XjY )P(Y )

Here, P denotes probability distributions and this last for-
mula actually denotes a set of equations relating individual
entries in the probability distributions (it does not denote
matrix or vector multiplications).

In the case of our bayesian-modeler agent, we indeed have
multi-valued random variables: the personality models. In
fact, a personality model ~rs represents a probability dis-
tribution of personalities. So that the probability that an
agent a has the personality resulting from combining role i
and strategy j, P (pera(i; j)), is precisely the value rsa(i; j)
in matrix ~rsa and the equation used to update each person-
ality model (step 2.1) can be rewritten as follows:

rsa(i; j) =
P (proa(sa)jpera(i; j))P (pera(i; j))P

8x

P
8y

P (proa(sa)jpera(x; y))P (pera(x; y))

The prior probabilities P (pera(i; j)) are taken from the last
recorded value rsa(i; j) in matrix ~rsa. On the other hand,
the conditional probabilities P (proa(sa)jpera(i; j)) can be
calculated from the known calendar density and the known
agent behavior due to the personality pera(i; j).

Let us see a simple example in order to see how this con-
ditional probabilities can be calculated. Suppose you have
an agent a which is being considered to have the person-
ality resulting of combining the early-rising role and the
self-centered strategy (i.e. pera(early; self)). Now, suppose
that the calendar density has been prede�ned and is equal
to 0:5. Furthermore, suppose also that we have eight-slots
calendars from slot s0 to s7. In this case, the conditional
probabilities for each slot si, for i = 0; :::;7, given this per-
sonality are:

P (proa(si)jpera(early; self)) = 1=2i+1

It is easy to see that the conditional probability of choosing
slot s0 given pera(early; self) is 1=2 (because this value is
precisely the calendar density and it is the most preferred
slot of a early-rising agent), the probability of choosing slot
s1 is 1=22 (the probability that the �rst slot is busy and
the second one is free), the probability of choosing slot s2 is
1=23, and so forth.

Thus, going back to step 2.1, the bayesian-modeler is able to
get all the posterior probabilities from the calculated condi-
tional probabilities and the known prior probabilities. Then,
this ~rs matrix is updated with these new probabilities in or-
der to be used as prior probabilities in the following round.

Finally, it is important to note that it is possible to use this
bayesian updating mechanism because we have made the
following key assumptions in the MSG domain:

� The meetings of a game (i.e. rounds) are considered
independent events.

� The calendar density is prede�ned at the beginning of
the game, it remains constant through the whole game,
and it is public knowledge.

� The sets of roles and strategies are prede�ned at the
beginning of the game, they remain static, and they
are also public knowledge.



� The personality of an agent is only given by the con-
junction of independent roles and strategies.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here, what we call an experiment is a series of games with
the same characteristics and groups of di�erent and related
experiments are called experimental scenarios. At the begin-
ning of each game, all the agents are initialized with random
roles taken from a set of two opposite roles (the early-rising
and night-owl roles presented in section 2) and eight-slots
calendars with the calendar density �xed at 50%. All the
games are composed of ten rounds (the fourth and �fth ex-
perimental scenarios are the exceptions). Also in all these
experiments, we run three agents (the exception is the sec-
ond experimental scenario). Furthermore, when we run a
bayesian-modeler agent, he is always learning the models
about the others and playing the game at the same time.

We have set up series of games in order to measure how agent
performance is a�ected by di�erent strategies. Once a game
is completed, we call it a \success", if the strategy under
consideration wins. Otherwise it is considered a \failure".
Our experiments are composed of 500 independent games
and we have calculated that the results obtained in these
experiments has a 95% con�dence of getting an error not
greater than about 0.05. In all tables presented here, we
show the performance of each strategy as the percentage of
success.

The goal of the �rst scenario is to compare the performance
of the non-modeling strategies discussed in section 3. Thus,
we run here an indi�erent agent �rst against self-centered
agents, then against a collaborative ones, and �nally against
both:

Experimental Scenario 1

Strategies
Experiments

Indi�erent Self-Centered Collaborative

Experiment 1.1 7.59% 92.41% |

Experiment 1.2 18.15% | 81.85%

Experiment 1.3 3.86% 80.59% 15.45%

As expected, the performance of the indi�erent strategy is
always the worst, giving us a lower-limit performance to
compare other reasonable strategies. We intuitively thought
that the performance of the collaborative agents should be
better because they can team each other. However, as we
can see, in the �rst two experiments, the self-centered strat-
egy appears to be better than the collaborative one against
the indi�erent agent. In the last, experiment, we can see
that the self-centered strategy clearly outperforms the col-
laborative one, while the indi�erent performance is very low.

These unexpected results could be explained by the fact that
we were running only three agents in this scenario. So that
our intuitions were that the collaborative strategy could be
better, if we increased the number of players. This was the
motivation for the next experimental scenario.

In the second experimental scenario, we investigate the per-
formance of the self-centered and collaborative strategies
when we increase the number of players. We show here
three experiments. In each experiment, half of the agents

are self-centered and the other half are collaborative agents.
In the �rst scenario we run four agents. In the second one,
we run six agents. And in the last one, we run eight agents:

Experimental Scenario 2

Strategies
Experiments # Agents

Self-centered Collaborative

Experiment 2.1 4 55.64% 44.36%

Experiment 2.2 6 48.83% 51.17%

Experiment 2.3 8 45.34% 54.66%

These results have con�rmed our intuitions showing that the
collaborative strategy clearly shows a better performance, if
the number of agents is increased. As we can see, in exper-
iment 2.2, the collaborative strategy started to outperform
the self-centered one when there were six agents. In experi-
ment 2.3, we can see that the collaborative strategy has now
a clear advantage over the self-centered one.

The goal of the third experimental scenario is to charac-
terize the performance of the oracle and modeling strate-
gies presented in section 4. Here we run four experiments
with a self-centered agent, a collaborative one, and we vary
the strategy of the third agent in each experiment. In the
�rst experiment we run an oracle agent who has the cor-
rect models about the others. In the second one, we run
a semi-modeler agent who uses �xed equiprobable models.
In the third experiment, we again run a semi-modeler agent
but now with �xed opposite models about the others. In
the last one, we �nally run a bayesian-modeler who is learn-
ing the models and playing at the same time during the ten
rounds of each game:

Experimental Scenario 3

Strategies Modeling
Exp

Self-Centered Collaborative Models Perform.

3.1 20.58% 10.88% Correct 68.54%

3.2 33.13% 11.31% Equiprobable 55.56%

3.3 51.96% 20.19% Opposite 27.85%

3.4 30.31% 7.67% Learning 62.02%

In the �rst experiment, we get the empirical upper-limit per-
formance given by the oracle strategy. On the other hand,
running a semi-modeler with the incorrect �xed opposite
models, we expect to have a lower-limit performance. We
can see, in the third experiment, that this limit is indeed so
low, being even the self-centered strategy the winner. The
second experiment, shows a new more re�ned lower-limit
performance, given by a semi-modeler with �xed equiprob-
able models. So that, our expectations for a good modeler
performance is to get a performance somewhere between the
upper-limit given by the oracle and the lower-limit given by
the semi-modeler with �xed equiprobable models. As we can
see, our expectations were con�rmed in the last experiment.

The goal of the fourth scenario is to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the bayesian-modeler, varying the number of rounds
needed to learn the models about the others in each exper-
iment:



Experimental Scenario 4

Strategies
Exp # Rounds

Self-Centered Collaborative Modeler

4.1 1 40.21% 15.90% 43.89%

4.2 3 35.60% 16.75% 47.65%

4.3 5 33.40% 14.63% 51.97%

4.4 7 29.92% 12.35% 57.73%

4.5 9 29.02% 9.41% 61.57%

4.6 11 25.15% 10.40% 64.45%

4.7 13 25.61% 8.86% 65.53%

In the �rst experiment, we can observe how the bayesian-
modeler performance is very low after the �rst round but
it is not as bad as the semi-modeler with �xed opposite
models (previous scenario). Looking at the results of all the
experiments, it is also clear how his performance improves
as the number of rounds increases. As we can see, after
eleven or thirteen rounds the performance is indeed already
very close to the oracle performance.

In �gure 2, we show a summary of the bayesian-modeler
performance. Here, we can directly compare the di�erent
performances we have obtained with the indi�erent, oracle,
semi-modeler, and bayesian-modeler strategies when playing
against the self-centered and collaborative ones. As we can
observe in games with only one round, the bayesian-modeler
strategy performance starts with a performance between the
limits of the semi-modeler strategies using �xed opposite and
equiprobable models. This performance increases when we
increase the number of rounds in the games, trying to reach
upper-limit given by the oracle strategy.
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Figure 2: Graphical summary of the bayesian-

modeler strategy performance.

Finally, in the last experimental scenario, we explore how is
the performance of a bayesian-modeler agent when he faces
unreliable agents. Here, we introduce a couple of new agents:
the lying agent and the �ckle agent . The former is a kind
of impostor agent that broadcasts, at the beginning of the
game, his personality (role and strategy) but he is a lier
and he actually gives the opposite personality. The latter
is an unstable agent that starts with a random unknown
personality and then he randomly changes it at the middle
of the game.

All the games in this scenario were composed of twenty
rounds. The scenario is composed of only two experiments.
In the �rst one, we run the bayesian-modeler against two
lying agents. And in the second one, he plays against two
�ckle agents:

Experimental Scenario 5

Strategies
Exp Opponents

Self-centered Collaborative Modeler

5.1 Lying agents 20.39% 13.81% 65.80%

5.2 Fickle agents 19.53% 14.31% 66.16%

When the modeler faces the lying agents, we assume that
he initially almost believes their broadcasted personalities,
initializing their models with a probability of 0.99 in the role
and strategy publicly declared. Then, he starts to learn their
real personalities in an incremental way after each round. As
we can see in the results of the experiment 5.1, the bayesian-
modeler agent clearly outperforms the other strategies, al-
most reaching the oracle performance.

On the other hand, when he faces the �ckle agents, he starts
with equiprobable models about the others. Then, he starts
to learn the correct models. Later, when the �ckle agents
change their personalities at the middle of the game, he
starts to rebuild their models as needed. As we can observe
in the table, the bayesian-modeler agent can also outperform
the �ckle agents. During the �rst ten rounds he plays and
learn their initial models and during the second part of the
game he rebuilds the others' models according to their new
personalities.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We presented our bayesian-modeler agent which is capable
of building probabilistic models of its competitors in an in-
cremental and iterative way. We have also seen how the
modeler can deal with other kind of unreliable agents, such
as the lying and �ckle agents. The modeling mechanism
used by the bayesian-modeler has two main advantages:

� The decision-theoretic approach chooses the rational
decision at each round of the game maximizing the
modeler's utility and taking into account the idea of
minimizing the lost points with respect to the gain of
the most dangerous opponent.

� The bayesian updating mechanism is capable of build-
ing models about the others in an iterative and incre-
mental way after each round. Furthermore, it also can
correctly rebuild the models about the others, if the
others' personalities (roles and strategies) dynamically
change during the game.

We have used a collection of reference points for the char-
acterization of the modeler agent's performance. The in-
di�erent and oracle strategies provide the extremes of the
spectrum, ranging from least- to most-informed strategies.
We have also obtained other more re�ned performance limits
given by the semi-modeler strategy with �xed opposite and
equiprobable models. Our experimental results have shown
how the bayesian-modeler strategy performance is indeed
better than the empirical lower-limits we have obtained and,
in fact, we have also observed how this performance increase
as the number of rounds increases. Our experiments have
also shown that after thirteen rounds the modeler perfor-
mance is really close to the oracle one.



Our immediate ongoing research is to create other kinds
of modeler strategies with di�erent learning mechanisms in
order to make more empirical evaluations and comparisons.
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